GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

09/05/2017

HIGHLIGHT

ROCK MUSIC AND MOUNTAIN GARDENING
Latest July on the grazing of Sorte of Moena the video about the "Rock
music and mountain gardening" was filmed, becoming an hymn to high
altitude agricolture. The images portay Giacomo Chiocchetti Janac
(snowcat driver at San Pellegrino whose story was told in another video
posted in March) that was online on September 1, has become instanlty
famous. The commitment of Janac for his grazing and animals is visible,
and has positive sides: nature is your office, and you can work in amazing
places. The hay elaboration, it's presented in its modern version, thus
with machines, and torawds the ending of the video, Janac explains also
how hay balls are done. Don't you know it yet? Have a look at the
Facebook page or on the official Youtube channel of APT Val di Fassa and
read the article on Fassa News.
The video "Rock music and mountain gardening" and "What do snowcat drivers
do in summer?" are realized by the journalists Andrea Selva and Elisa Salvi.

Today in the valley
AMONG "FIORES"

TOURIST OFFICE VIGO - 10.00 AM
Visit to cultivations and to the drying warehouse of the local farm
"Fiores", that elaborates plants for cosmethics and food use. Booking:
+39 3899309667).

TONIGHT: SCHUHPLATTLERINNEN

EVENTSPAVILLION CAMPITELLO - 9.00 PM
Girls have fun and entertain with typical dances clapping shoes and
legs.

HIMALAYAN ADVENTURES

PIAZ MARCONI CANAZEI - 9.00 PM
The alpine guide Renato Bernard tells his adventure on the Shivling
peak, 6543 meters, in the Himalayan mountains.

Itineraries
FOLLOWING AGATHA CHRISTIE FOOTPRINTS
In the twenties, the famous and appreciated crime writer Agatha
Christie sojourned in the nearest of Carezza Lake, near Vigo di
Fassa, and was really enthusiastic about the area. Even in her crime
novel "The Big Four" she recorded her pleasant staying in the
Dolomites, describing the rocky Latemar Labyrinth that hid an
outlaweds’ mob. This easy itinerary starts from the west limit of the
lake on path n. 11. Following the track you will reach a crossroads:
both the paths bring to the forest hut of Mitterleger where you can
find path n. 20, which leads to the mysterious Labyrinth. Overstep
some larches and enter in the landslip that shapes the maze of the
Dolomites. Descend towards a hollow where a pond regenerates
every summer. Here you will find a couple of paths to go back to
Carezza Lake.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
SEPTEMBER 6 8.30 AM - POZZA

AROUND MOUNTAIN DAIRIES
TOWARDS MALGA JUMELA AND ITS GRAZING (AGAINST PAYMENT).
SEPTEMBER 6 9.30 AM - CANAZEI

THE SELLA WATERFALLS

EXCURSION TOWARDS THE WATERFALLS OF SELLA. ENROLLMENT:
SPORT CHECK POINT (AGAINST PAYMENT).
SEPTEMBER 6 5.00 PM - VIGO

LET'S PLAY WITH MINERALS

Did you know that...
In the ancient times, merchants and inhabitants of Pera used to go
to Tires across the Catinaccio for their trades. They usually reach
the Vajolet valley reaching the inn “Alla Rosa” in Soial then, the
Gardeccia hollow aiming towards west at the “"Buja de Davoi" (the
devil hole). Other itineraries were "Forcela de Davoi" or, reaching
Gardeccia coming from north , the “Porte Neigre”. Once reached the
top of the Vajolet valley, wayfarers used to cross the Sella del
Principe, so called because the Prince Bishop of Bressanone passed
here when he visited Val di Fassa. From here across the Conca del
Principe and Val Ciamin, they reached Tires.

INTRODUCTION TO MINERALOGY OF THE VALLEY, FOR KIDS ONLY.

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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